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One yellow target will blink for few seconds, after that, the lamp is used 
as a compass, with switching yellow target from left to right or left to 
right depending on the lamp rotation.

-> If the right switch is targeted and the switch is hit with the ball, then 
a shortcut for the progression is found. If the target is not the same, 
then you progress is normal.

Flying Horse



Flying Horse: compass use



Hit the Captive balls. 

-> If the captive balls are hit left and right or right and left, then you get a “double hit”

-> if the captive balls are hit without hitting another switch, then you get a combo and can get a high score in tracking

Cyclops



Hit the lamp to help you to progress through the cave. The path is 
opened for a limited time with the left and right standups lit

AliBaba



Hit the genie target or stand up to hit the monster , then you go to left loop to 
reach the bumpers to achieve the monster

Sinbad



Random yellow target pops up and once hit, it adds more time to finish the 
race. If the yellow is hit fast enough, an oasis appears, and a shortcut is found.

Camel Race



Hit the ramp. 
-> if the ramp is hit without hitting another switch, you get a combo and can get a high 
score in tracking and progress faster in the cave.

Flying carpet



Hit the genie target or stand up, then you need to eject the genie from the books in 
left and right side by hitting loops, captive balls and bazaar standup targets.

Scheherazade



Extra modes



Hit the yellow target to add time and survive the maximum time possible and 
get the highest level. 

Bolero

Time left

level



Hit the genie target or standup several times

-> hit the ramp to increase the jackpot

fireball



Hit the lamp to make the right rotation

Lightning lamp



Shooting phantom

The pin takes the control and flip: 

-> if a target is reached you get an extra bonus 



Shell game (video mode)

-> Find the jewel hidden under the pot 

Press both flippers to select



Cave escape (video mode)

-> Escape from the cave before it collapses and collect bonus

Left flipper   : move up
Right flipper : move down



Find the lamp or extra bonus inside the palace.

-> depending on your position, you can move in certain direction. 
Those direction are defined by active switch on the playfield

The Sultan’s Palace



Move forward



Move backward



Move left



Move right



Lamp « radar »

Activate the lamp radar



overview



Bonus award



Multiballs



Hit the genie target or standup for jackpots

Fireball multiball (2 balls)



Hit the lamp for jackpots

Lightning lamp multiball (2 balls)



Hit all the targets to increase jackpots then go to lock or loops to collect

Harem multiball (2 balls)



Hit the bazaar to restart if no jackpot has been hit

Hit  all the targets: genie, loops, ramp (left and right side), then the jackpot will be lit and move randomly. 

If the super jackpot is hit, then the all the jackpot targets will be lit again.

Super Genie multiball (3 balls)

Super JackpotJackpotsrestart



2.0 infos

• The option: « tale advance » is no longer a default choice in the « make a wish » mode but is still 
available.

• Start “Super genie Multiball” by activating ruby before the lock action. Then, lock 3 balls and hit the 
genie or the lock area for the third ball.

• Start new harem multiball by activating ruby before completing « Harem » letters or animations.

• Start « video modes » and the « Sultan’s Palace » with activating ruby and hit several times the orbs: it 
will be a choice in the « make a wish » mode.

• Start « Bolero » mode by completing « BOLERO » letters by hitting the bumpers and start a « make a 
wish ».

• The new tales can be completed or failed: this will have an incidence on the game. If one tale is not 
completed, it could be restarted in the « make a wish » as on option.

• Start « fireball multiball » or « lightning lamp multiball » by starting the 3 times the mode.

• « shooting phantom » is a mode where the pinball shoot for the player (like Monster Bash). It’s a 
random reward available in « make a wish ».

• There is special mode in “Wizard Mode 2.0” where the flippers power decrease if the Genie hit is a 
success.


